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        Winter Destinations that You’ve Always Dreamed About!


  For more than thirteenth years, Sandoz Concept has provided an ever-increasing number of destinations through the world, each centered upon some type of sporting activity in a wilderness of nature environment. Wheter it is a Nordic ski race, a multi-day cross-country adventure, or an unusual experience such as observing the Aurora Borealis, or a dogsled or skimobile safari, our company has made itself a specialist in how to put together watever trip you have dreamed of and to satisfy whatever wisy you may have.

Because we have a set of values that underlies all of our trips, we continue to satisfy a growing client list that remains faithful to us year in an year out. Flexibility is our watchword. Each customer is unique. Thus, each trip must be unique also. And of course, our positive outlook guarantees the success of each trip we organize. If we offer a trip in which everything is take care of, you know that you can count on us. We make sure that you will enjoy yourself to the maximum, which ever vacatin you choose to undertake with Sandoz Concept. These are the values we continue to apply on a daily basis.

As you look over our website, you will find information on numerous trips that we have already organized. But if you do not find the vacation of your dreams, please do not hesitate to contact us. We guarantee that we can help you.



Contact:

  Sandoz Concept, Via da Surlej 57, CH - 7513 Silvaplana

Tel: +41 (0) 81 – 828 94 38 
Fax: +41 (0) 81- 828 94 39
Mail: travel@sandozconcept.com

Telefon Germany: 
Tel: +49-(0)89 - 178 798 75
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